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A seaside romance novel series from Ebook Library #1 best selling authorThe Frost family
boasts the Nantucket Estate, an enormous and historic property on the magical island of
Nantucket. This beach front estate rests so close to the shore that the sea mist sprinkled the
children and family dog, Bear as they played in the yard. At the end of each day, the family fell
asleep to the sweet sound of water crashing the rocks. The Frost family created lifelong
memories at the estate.The only problem is that no one is around to enjoy it anymore…Elizabeth
Frost is the glue that held the family together for so long, but not even she could keep her kids
and the family in tact. A family secret splintered the family leading them to not speak to each
other for years. This all changes when tragedy strikes once again and the siblings come home to
Nantucket Island. What happens next, no one could predict.A mysterious encounter with an
unexpected character…A journey to find love…The risk of losing it all…While on Nantucket
island, you’ll meet some unforgettable characters who will feel like old friends and capture your
heart right from the start.Join the Frost family as they discover that family matters most,
everyone deserves a second chance, and love conquers all.This is Book 1 of 6 in the Haven
Island series.

"Fletcher's suspenseful, atmospheric tale imagines a near future in which our world is in ruins...
An adventure saga punctured by a gut-punch twist." - Entertainment Weekly"[A] heart-and gut-
wrenching tale of a post-apocalyptic world....A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World takes a
memorable journey of loyalty and love and transforms it into an unraveling mystery of self-
discovery and exploration....This is the story of trust and loyalty within a family, and finding your
own pack-even if they're different from the pack you were born into." - Bookpage"The hunt for
Jess propels this story forward like a rocket, and Fletcher does a masterful job keeping the
stakes high and the suspense crackling while still creating plenty of space for readers to get to
know Griz and explore this fascinating not-quite-empty world. This unputdownable story has
everything-a well-imagined post-apocalyptic world, great characters, incredible suspense, and,
of course, the fierce love of some very good dogs." - Kirkus Reviews (starred)"Fletcher writes
with an elegantly descriptive style, one that brings this melancholic world to bittersweet
life....Whether it's the rusting remains of an amusement park, or the dusty floors of a tucked
away sanctuary, Fletcher makes the reader feel like they're standing there, right beside Griz,
desperate to find out where to go next." - Lightspeed"A sharp, meditative exploration of family,
loyalty, and humanity amid the lonely but beautiful wilderness of the end of the world-but with a
gut punch you'll never see coming. You'll remember A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World
long after you finish reading." - Peng Shepherd, author of The Book of M"If you read one book
this year, I beg you that this be the one. A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World will break



your heart in all the right ways." - Nerd Daily"Epic in scope, enthralling, and full of human
warmth." - M.R. Carey, author of The Girl With All the Gifts"This novel has everything I love about
a story: fully realized characters, beautiful writing, and utterly believable, even frightening, world-
building. I promise you're going to love it." - Louisa Morgan, author of A Secret History of
Witches"Fletcher's narrative...has a propulsive and engaging rhythm and should please fans of
postapocalyptic dystopias, young adult and adult alike." - BooklistEditors' pick: Ferociously
good. Griz’s quest to recover his kidnapped dog bursts with heart, compassion, and the oft-
neglected power of love and loyalty."—Adrian Liang, Ebook Library Editor --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From School Library JournalSince the Gelding rendered most
humans infertile, the global population has dwindled to a mere few thousand. Griz has never had
neighbors or been in a crowd, though he and siblings Ferg and Bar are familiar with the
concepts from photographs, homeschooling, and handed-down stories. Griz directly addresses
readers about his family, his dreams, and life on an island, somewhere near what might have
once been England. "In my whole life, I haven't met enough people to make up two teams for a
game of football," says Griz, who scavenges and explores on land and sea. When a stranger
steals Jess, one of Griz's beloved dogs, what's to be done but go after them? Griz is comfortable
taking care of himself, though he is grateful to encounter John Dark, who speaks a different
language and helps Griz after a nasty encounter with a boar. Action builds as Griz closes in on
Jess, the stranger, and other "Baby Bust" survivors. While not as tightly crafted as Cormac
McCarthy's The Road, this tale may gain traction with similar readers. Griz's casual acceptance
of a depopulated world makes the plot believable, though the pacing early on may feel slow to
some readers. VERDICT For high school -libraries seeking independent teen heroes in
dystopian settings.-Maggie Knapp, Trinity Valley School, Fort Worth, TXα(c) Copyright 2011.
Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution
permitted. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorC. A. Fletcher
is the author of the internationally acclaimed Stoneheart and Oversight. He also writes for film,
television and as a newspaper columnist.He lives in Edinburgh with his wife and two children. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Nantucket EstateHaven Island Book 1Coral HarperCopyright © 2021 by Tilted Palm
Publishing LLCAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any
electronic or mechanical means, including information storage and retrieval systems, without
written permission from the author, except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.This is
a work of fiction. Unless otherwise indicated, all the names, characters, businesses, places,
events and incidents in this book are either the product of the author's imagination or used in a
fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely
coincidental.Stay ConnectedJoin my and be the first to find out about my books, new releases,
promotions, and so much more! Follow me on to connect with other readers, and get new book
reveals!Interested in a FREE book? Click the shell!ContentsChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter
3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11CONTINUE
READING!Also by Coral HarperStay Connected!Chapter 1Isabella adores out-of-court
settlements. There’s just something about negotiations, about being trapped in the cold,
unfeeling white space of her law office’s largest conference room. It gets adrenaline pumping
through her veins.She’s dressed for war. Her chestnut brown hair is pulled back into an elegant
French twist, secured with a silver claw clip she received as part of her inheritance sometime
ago. She’s in her Chanel dress, long sleeves cutting off just before her wrist, pinned closed with
beautiful white silk buttons. Her lashes are curled, her winged liner is sharp enough to cut, and
her red lipstick is the final cherry on top.Professional. Confident. Ruthless.Her opponent’s on the
other side of the table, backed by an entire legal team of stuffy by-the-book lawyers who
probably existed to see the last ice age. The majority of them are ancient, blandly dressed in a
side color scheme of dull browns and blacks. Isabella wonders if they agreed to coordinate
beforehand.And then there’s her and her plaintiff on the other side of the table. Mrs. Lopez is a
sweet old lady. Kind and caring to everyone who knows her. Unfortunately, this very much makes
her seem like an easy target against the massive hoard they're up against.She can tell they
mean business. They whisper to one another, speaking in hushed tones. They’ve actually come
underprepared, judging by the lack of supplemental documents they’ve brought along with them.
Isabella, in contrast, has entire piles of paperwork at the ready to support each and every single
one of her arguments. Isabella can’t help but give a little smile as they proceed.The defendant
really never stood a chance.“Let’s get started, shall we?” she asks firmly, but clearly, taking
control of the room. Isabella’s learned over the years that it’s important to be the first to speak. It
sets the tone; gives her the leverage she needs to rattle a few cages. “Your counter-proposal of
five thousand dollars is laughable,” she states. “My client and I have had a lengthy discussion,
and we’d now like to sue your client for fifty thousand dollars.”A mustached lawyer directly next
to the defendant scoffs. “Preposterous. That’s almost double the initial amount.”She smiles
politely. “You really shouldn’t have low-balled my offer then.”The client himself, John Milford, says
nothing, though he doesn’t need to say a word for Isabella to know exactly the kind of man he is.



She’s learned to read people. Not quite like a book, but perhaps a painting. Open to
interpretation, but most of her assumptions are correct.He’s some mid-sixties CEO who still
thinks he’s a young hotshot; thinning hair pushed back with too much gel and wearing cologne
that burns the inside of Isabella’s nose. Judging by his expensive bespoke suit, red-bottom
shoes, and the gaudy gold watch around his wrist, Isabella knows that this is the kind of man
who gets away with stuff like this all the time.But not today. Not if she can help it.She sits up
straight, delicately folding her hands together and resting them on the glass table in front of her.
“Fifty thousand for wrongful termination and defamation of character. A penny less and I’m
happy to get us in front of a judge. I’m sure the media will have a field day when they learn all
about your less-than-agreeable business practices, Mr. Milford. I wonder how that will affect the
optics of your business.”“Do not address my client directly,” someone cuts in sternly.Isabella’s
eyes flit to the source of the voice. It’s one of the other lawyers on Milford’s team. She isn’t sure
why she hadn’t noticed him before because he’s honestly hard to miss.The man is significantly
younger than his colleagues, somewhere in his late thirties. A strong jaw melts down into broad
shoulders and a wide chest. His suit isn’t ill-fitting, per se, but his strong arms certainly look like
they’re two seconds away from ripping the fabric at the seams. His rich black locks match the
color of his eyes. There’s an intensity behind his gaze, she notices. He looks at her as though
she’s the only person in the room.Probably because he hates her guts, of course. No lawyer
likes to have their buttons pushed, and Isabella knows for a fact that she’s pushing every single
one.“We’ll go as high as twenty,” he says calmly, though she can sense an edge to his tone.She
resists the urge to roll her eyes. “You should consider becoming a comedian.”“Twenty-five,” he
tries again.“Forty-nine.”“Thirty.”“Seventy.”The man frowns. “That’s not how negotiating
works.”Isabella shrugs. “Oh, I thought we were still making jokes.” She pretends not to be as
thrilled as she secretly is when she earns herself a smirk from his lips.She quickly realizes that
the look in his eyes isn’t disdained. It’s something amused, something bordering on
fascination.Her phone buzzes, alerting her of an incoming phone call. She luckily has it on silent
mode, so the people in the room are none the wiser. A quick press of the red phone symbol
sends the caller to her voicemail. She can’t deal with this right now.Mr. Milford shakes his head.
“Enough of this. I have places to be. Name your terms, but be reasonable.”She glances over at
her client, a portly little woman named Francesca Lopez. Were it not for the absurdly low pay
rate and poor work conditions she had to endure as Milford’s personal assistant, the sweet lady
likely would have been able to afford to retire by now. To be treated the way she had been, forced
out, and immediately replaced without proper severance or warning was something Isabella
simply would not let slide.Mrs. Lopez nods once, silently giving her lawyer permission to
proceed.Isabella pushes a set of forms across the table. “My client will settle the matter for forty
thousand, a personally written letter of recommendation from Mr. Milford, and…” She smiles
wide. “A formal apology.”Mr. Milford sputters, folding his arms across his chest like an impudent
child. “W-what?”“Right here and now.” She leans casually on one elbow. “A little handshake, a
quick ‘I’m sorry.’ You do know how to apologize, right, Mr. Milford?”“This is highly unprofessional,”



the mustached lawyer chimes in.“Being a decent human being is unprofessional? I’ll alert the
presses.”“And if I refuse?” Mr. Milford grumbles.“Then I will see you and your lawyers in court and
win.” She flips through several documents, deliberately drawing his eyes down to the table. “I
have all the witness testimonies, bank statements, and hourlies to show that you knowingly
underpaid my client despite the excessive amount of overtime you forced her to work. Not to
mention your refusal to pay her the severance package that you agreed to when she first signed
on to work for you.”“That was over thirty years ago.”“And still a legally binding contract that you
signed.”The dark-eyed man has to tilt his head to the side to hide his smile. Isabella’s not too
sure what he’s so amused about, but she won’t complain either. There’s something incredibly
charming about the way he chuckles, shoulders shaking slightly as he stifles the sound. He’s
oddly mesmerizing.Pity they’re on opposite sides of the table.Her phone starts buzzing again.
Isabella knows exactly who’s calling. Betsy’s been trying to reach her for weeks. She ignores yet
another call.Mr. Milford eventually relents, though this doesn’t come as much of a surprise to her.
There’s a reason her name’s on the front door. She put the Frost in Frost Henderson &
Witt.Milford and his cronies clear out as soon as he signs the necessary papers. She’s
admittedly a little disappointed to see the dark-eyed lawyer leave, too. She hadn’t even gotten
his name. Instead of dwelling on the missed opportunity, she focuses instead on seeing Mrs.
Lopez out. The office building is a bit of a maze, so Isabella shows her grateful client
out.Besides, it’s not like asking the dark-eyed lawyer his name will do her any good. She’s got a
law office to run, and he’s probably not interested.“Thank you, Miss Frost,” says Mrs. Lopez,
adamantly shaking Isabella’s hand. “I can’t thank you enough.”“No need to thank me. I just made
sure you got what you deserved. Get home safely.”Mrs. Lopez gives Isabella’s hand a light
squeeze before stepping outside, hailing a cab. Isabella watches as the yellow cab drives off,
disappearing around the corner. There’s a light buzz at the base of her skull, a comfortable
warmth radiating from her chest. There’s nothing quite like the high of a job well done.The
sensation doesn’t last very long, however. As the senior partner of the firm, she has a million and
one other things she needs to take care of. Subpoenas to file, affidavits to draft, meetings to
reschedule. She actually has an entire to-do list on her phone, reminders set to go off every hour
to remind her of the pressing issues that she needs to deal with.When she gets in the elevator,
her phone goes off with a sharp ding. A notification banner slips onto her screen and she
frowns.Call Betsy back about Mom.With a sigh, Isabella quietly weighs her options. She’s been
running from this for a long time. Nearly twenty years, in fact. It’s high time she dealt with matters
personally. The Frost Estate isn’t going to take care of itself. As the elevator doors slide closed,
Isabella decides she’ll grab a drink after work before making the call.There’s a high probability
she needs to be drunk for this conversation.But until then, she has a firm to run. When she gets
back to her corner office on the top floor, she gives her neck a quick stretch before sitting down
at her desk. She’s gotten frighteningly good at managing her workload, but that doesn’t mean
she has any time to slack off. When she checks her inbox, there are forty different emails
awaiting her attention. There are also a handful of voicemail messages on her office phone, as



indicated by the constant blinking of the device’s red light.She’s good at her job, but that doesn’t
mean it’s as much of a breeze as she wants it to be. Isabella has long since accepted that being
stressed is just a part of life, and the tension in her neck and shoulders serves as a baseline
measurement for what she considers normal. Migraines are a common occurrence. She catches
a cold every other week, but she soldiers on.This is the life she chose.She quietly tells herself
that she’s happy with it.Isabella pops in and out of meetings, responds to urgent emails, signs
her name on so many dotted lines that she loses count. Sometimes she doesn’t even know what
she’s signing, everything blurring into one large task by the end of the day. There’s a brief fire to
put out when one of the interns misplaces a file, but they find it swiftly after Isabella alludes to
firing as punishment. She runs a tight ship, and those who can’t do something as simple as sort
paper should consider other employment options.There’s no room for mistakes here.Outside, it’s
been getting darker earlier and earlier. But just because the moon is out, that doesn’t mean it’s
quitting time for her. Even after her colleagues and employees have clocked out, Isabella
remains behind in her office to put the final touches on the company merger that she’s been
working on for a client. She doesn’t trust anyone else to handle a case of this size.It’s only when
her phone dings again that Isabella finally looks at the time.10:00 p.m.She really can’t afford to
put off the call to her aunt any longer. She grabs her coat from off the back of her chair, snatches
up her purse, and makes sure to turn off all the lights in the office before she locks up for the
night.Chapter 2“I thought kids these days were supposed to be glued to their phones.”Isabella
winces as Betsy’s sharp voice pierces through the speaker. Aunt Betsy’s always been loud
despite her tiny disposition. Growing up, Isabella had always been mildly impressed that this
stout and round woman could have such an amazing set of lungs.“I’ve been busy,” she replies
gently, dragging the tip of her finger around the rim of her martini glass. An extra dirty gin martini
with a twist. She doesn’t frequent the bar very often, but when she does, she always comes to
the same one; the one just a few blocks away from the office. The bartender, Joe, knows exactly
how to make up her order. He also knows not to send any drinks sent over by neighboring tables
and denies them outright.Isabella always makes sure to tip him extra.“How’s the Big Apple
treating you?” Betsy asks. “Must be pretty amazing since you haven’t bothered to come visit me
once since the funeral. Not even at Christmas! You’re just too good for Nantucket, huh?”
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Ellen M. Hogan, “Isabella Meets Ben. Isabella meets Ben when they were opposing counsel
during a negotiation. Aunt Betsy calls her to come home. She hires Ben to be her real estate
lawyer. Her brother Jackson does not want to sell, her sister Charlotte is on the fence. They
were typical siblings in the book. Loved the interaction between Isabella and Ben. Aunt Betsy
added humor to the story. I thought this was a great start to the new series. I really enjoyed this
book.I was given this advanced copy for free, and am leaving this review voluntarily.”

SERINA, “Making it at the Beach. Busy lives intersect at the beach. Is it love? Is it business? Or
is it mjusta fling? Add in quirky family members, a ghost from the past and you find yourself knee
deep in saltwater and sand,”

Richard, “The Nantucket Estate (Book 1). Isabelle, Charlolette, and their brother can't crew have
an agreement about what will happen to the Frost Estate after their Mom dies.”

Janie D., “Had me from first words on first page!. Just a little different from many books I’ve been
reading lately! Feisty lawyer, not downtrodden woman going thru a divorce!”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Nantucket Estate ( Haven Island Book1). This is a good story about
family at odds over the family estate left by their mother and this is a continuation story”

JW, “The changes you see in yourself when you step back to your childhood home with your
siblings.. Isabella is a busy lawyer who just won a major case and there was a new lawyer there
that caught her attention. He left before she got his name, but at the end of the day they ended
up being once again at the same place.Isabella had just agreed to go back to where she had
grown up to take care of her mother's estate and was thinking she was going to need a real
estate lawyer, he just happens to be one. When they get to Nantucket, Isabella's siblings arrive.
They can't agree on what to do with the estate, they each own a third of it, and they haven't seen
each other in a very long time. They remember how they used to be, but time changes people,
so it is interesting to see the shock when they realize, that although in some ways they are still
the same, in other ways they have changed.Book 1 is a fun read with Isabella letting the lawyer,
Ben, into her life, remembering there is something else besides work, and Isabella is learning
she isn't the one in control right now. This is book 1 of a 6 book series, and it is looking like this
series is going to take us on quite the journey with the Frost family. The books will be released
one week apart, so you may want to read the book as it comes out or wait until all of them have
been released.I received an ARC from the author.”

Rosa Cline, “4 1/2 stars. 4 1/2 starsWhat a nice charming grab your attention for some nice
sweet beginnings if a relationship to taking you into a reunited sibling trio that doesn’t want to be



there, to a very unexpected guest. Can the ghosts from the past help these people heal and
move on? And will the leading lady hook her gorgeous lawyer? This does leave the reader
hanging, so have book 2 handy.This has no sexual references or language so I can recommend
this book to anyone who wants a good clean book.This is a great author and does well what she
does. Another good star to a new series for her.I received this book as an ARC for my honest
opinion.”

The book by Coral Harper has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 158 people have provided feedback.
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